From readings to receptions, don't miss a single event.

**Rosemary Magee**  
2013 Emory Report article: Remembering Seamus Heaney

The writer called “An Irish Village at Emory.”

Forms a centerpiece of its vibrant Irish collections, what one
in 1988. Heaney's archive housed at MARBL-
campus community at no charge.

**Kevin Young, Rosemary Magee to take part in Atlanta Music Festival**

Kevin Young, one of the nation’s premier poets, novelist, and essayist, will be the keynote speaker at Emory Libraries’ annual Atlanta Music Festival. The festival, held Sept. 18-21, is the only annual performing arts event in Atlanta dedicated to African American concert music.

On Sept. 18, Young will present “Music for the Future: Rethinking the American Dream,” a keynote speech that will unpack the role music plays in defining our nation and the American Experience.

Young will also deliver the annual Terence C. Tong Lecture at 8 p.m. Sept. 21 in the Schwartz Center for Performing Arts at Emory.
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